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DISCLAIMER AND NOTICES 

Disclaimer 

 

Synergy IP Pte Ltd (Synergy IP) has endeavored to comply with best industry 

practices to ensure that the information and materials posted on this website are 

correct at the time of posting. However, the Synergy IP makes no warranty and 

accepts no responsibility or liability for the accuracy or the completeness of the 

information and materials provided here for any purpose whatsoever. No reliance 

should be made by any user on the information or material so posted; instead, the 

user should independently verify the accuracy and completeness of the information 

and/or materials posted. Synergy IP makes no warranties that Synergy IP’s website 

will operate uninterrupted or error free or that defect will be corrected. Synergy IP 

does not warrant that its website is compatible with your browsers or device or/andits 

server is free of errors or any types of viruses, worms. Synergy IP is not liable for 

any damage you may suffer as a result of such destructive features. 

 

The user of Synergy IP website acknowledges and agrees that Synergy IP shall not 
be held responsible or liable in any way for any and/or all consequences (including, 
without limitation, damages for loss of profits, business interruption, or loss of 
information) that may be incurred by the user as a direct or indirect result of using, or 
the inability to use, any materials or contents on this website. The content, material 
posted on this website is for the sole purpose of providing information. None of these 
content or materials is offered, nor should be construed, as legal advice. Any 
communication of information by or through this website is not intended to create any 
legal relationship with Synergy IP.  

 

Links to other websites 

 

Synergy IP website may provide links to other websites that are not under the control 

of Synergy IP. The links are provided for the convenience to the users of Synergy 

IP’s website and the inclusion of any link to such website does not imply Synergy 

IP’s endorsement of the contents of such websites. As Synergy IP has no control 

over such sites and resources, Synergy IP shall not take any responsibility or liable 

for the content, accuracy and timeliness of other websites. 
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Links from other websites 

 

Synergy IP encourages users of its website to adhere good netiquette. Synergy IP 

should be informed of links from third party websites and reserves the right to reject 

or insist the removal of any links from external websites to Synergy IP’s website. 

Synergy IP requires that the contents of its website should not appear within the 

frames of others. Any links to Synergy IP ‘s website should be text links to our 

homepage and any deep linkage to Synergy IP’s website is prohibited. 

 

Intellectual Property 

The website and content of Synergy IP are under Singapore copyright protection and 

the relevant International treaties. Synergy IP is the intellectual property owner of its 

website (www.synergy-ip.com) and content. You may view this website and 

download for the sole purpose of own information. No part of the contents or 

materials on this website may be adapted, broadcasted, displayed, transmitted, sold, 

reproduced, without prior written consent from Synergy IP. 

The logo and name of Synergy IP Pte Ltd (Synergy IP) has been registered under 

Singapore trademark. The use, reproduction, copying and distribution of Synergy 

IP’s trademark is prohibited unless prior written approval is obtained from Synergy IP. 

 


